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PROBLEMS IN THE ADOPTION OF NEW IDEAS AND PRACTICES

Larry de la Bretonne, Jr.
Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service

Louisiana State University
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70803

Abstract

The Cooperative Extension Service has been described as that
branch of the Land Grant University which extends the campus to the
borders of the state. Historically, Extension has helped farmers,
agribusiness groups, homemakers and youth through structured educa
tional programs in agriculture, home economics, 4-H and community
resource development.

A new Marine Advisory Program has been implemented through the
Louisiana Sea Grant Program and Extension to reach producers and
users of the marine environment, a new audience for Extension.

This paper describes the problems involved in dissemination of
information from the researcher to the target audience. Additionally,
the adoption practices by various groups in relation to the tradi
tional Extension educational programs and the feedback mechanisms
of the programs are discussed.

Almost every group is concerned with educating or influencing
somebody. Industry, labor, churches and individuals use communica
tion and education to present their points of view on particular
subjects. For more than a century, land-grant institutions, through
their Cooperative Extension Service, have had farmers as target
audiences to increase farm production. Other highly successful pro
grams have been directed toward home-makers, 4-H youth and adult
leaders in communities.

People, although they may have been exposed to a new idea,
generally are slow in adopting practices. For instance, at least
35 years have elapsed between the recommendation of correlating
fertilization needs with soil tests and adoption of these prac
tices. Even today, adoption is not complete.

The steps in the adoption process, according to Lionberger
(1960), are (1) awareness, (2) information, (3) interest, (4) evalua
tion, (5) trial and (6) adoption. Even though people adopt a practice
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we have no guarantee they will continue to use it indefinitely. The
key to continued use is how the integration of the practice fits into
one's total ongoing operation.

Rogers (1958) noted that adoption of specific changes tends to
conform to the normal bell shaped curve (Figure 1) and classified
adopters as follows:

Innovators, representing 2 percent; early adopters, 13 percent;
early majority, 34 percent; late majority, 34 percent; and laggards,
16 percent.

Research on practice adoption in agriculture generally indicates
farmers most likely to adopt new practices are young, educated, have
more than one agricultural interest or one large operation, are in
management positions with supervision over workers and participate in
other organizations and community development projects with many
people contacts.

The Louisiana Cooperative Extension Service has targeted this
early adopter and early majority group through its county agents
with offices located in each parish seat (many offices are located
in courthouses). The Extension Service reaches the general public
at all levels, supplying information on such topics as house plants,
gardens, community involvement, agricultural production of all farm
commodities, marketing outlooks and homemaking tips. In addition,
4-H programs for youth aged 9 to 19 single out the Extension Service
as an information source. Each generation builds an audience Exten
sion can reach, and because of the local contact with parish residents
and a reputation of giving people practical answers to their problems,
the adoption of new ideas and practices becomes easier.

In a way, fishing may be termed a farming enterprise with har
vesting equipment in a common pasture, the sea. A Marine Cooperative
Extension Program was instituted in 1973, through funding from the
Louisiana Sea Grant Program. Marine extension agents were to work
within the existing framework of the Extension Service at the grass
roots level in each coastal parish. Specialists located on the LSU
campus would act as an information source between research and field
agents. In 1973, one marine agent was hired for Lafourche Parish
and eastern Terrebonne Parish.

The program was well received because Extension-in general and
county agents in coastal parishes in particular have wanted to pro
vide educational assistance to fishermen in their parishes, but had
no resource base to use in information dissemination.

In 1975, a marine biologist was added to the state staff and
an additional field agent was assigned to St. Mary Parish and western
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TIME (YEAR) OF ADOPTION OR ADOPTION SCORES

Figure 1. Adopter categorization on the basis
of adoption frequency distribution (Rogers and
Beal, 1958).

Terrebonne Parish. A seafood technologist was added to the program
in 1976, and last month funds were secured from the Louisiana
Legislature to implement the total program—four additional agents
to serve across all of Louisiana's coastal parishes. Hopefully,
by January 1977, the entire program will be functional with six
marine extension agents, each of them serving two parishes along
the coast and two marine specialists at the Extension state office
on the Baton Rouge campus.

How do you initiate a program for fishermen? A first step is
to identify the audience. The Extension Service has designed pro
grams over the years for the farmer, but our audience is special.
In some other areas of the country, fishermen are able to read
research reports and adopt recommendations immediately without
the aid of a "digester" to put the report in common language. In
addition, other marine extension programs can plunge into such
programs as tax seminars in which fishermen flood meeting halls
with all their receipts and fill out tax returns with a minimum of
effort.

In Louisiana, we knew we faced a different type fisherman,
and a survey (Pesson, 1974) was conducted by French-speaking
Extension personnel to profile our audience. Five hundred
fishermen were interviewed. The results are shown in Table 1.

A summary of the findings show that coastal fishermen tend to
be middle-aged, have a low level of education and live in a rural
area. They have been fishing for a good while, the fishing business
is self-owned and it is either a one-man operation or one crewman is
employed. Self-reliance is a watchword, exemplified by the fact that
many owe nothing on their boats, carry no insurance, mistrust coopera
tives and do not name leaders among the fishermen.
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Table 1.

SUBJECT

Age

Education

Residence

Experience

Ownership

Results of 500 fishermen interviewed on various industry
subjects.

Use of Navigational
Equipment

Insurance on Boat

PERCENT

61 - over 40

39 - under 40

52 - below 7th grade
27 - high school degree

RESULT

Middle aged

Low level of

education

61 - rural

39 - urban

Rural resident

47 - over 20 years
26 - 11 to 20 years
27 - 1 to 10 years

Many years in
business

88 - owners

9 - part owners
Owners of own

business

3 - managers

35 - none

33 - charts

58 - compass
7 - radar

5 - loran

Use little naviga
tional equipment

65 - had none

35 - had insurance

Knowledge of Sea Grant 69 - none
27 - knew of

Don't have

insurance

No knowledge

General Opinion of
Sea Grant

Idea of Fisheries

Cooperatives

84

15

1

unsure

undecided

favored

unfavorable

40 - very much
12 - much

29 - some

19 - little or none

43 - against
26 - yes
31 - undecided
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Table 1. - continued

SUBJECT PERCENT RESULT

Underwater Obstruc

tions Problem

72

25

3

- yes

- no

- undecided

A problem

Knows County Agent 42

6

52

- yes

- undecided

- no

About half

Who County Agent
Represents

70

30

- did not know

- knew

Do not know

Leadership 47

32

12

9

- no response

- area fishermen

- industry dealers
- professional

Don't know who
to look to

Membership in
Community
Organizations

82

12

6

- 0 to 1 club

- 2 clubs

- 3 clubs or more

Low level

Use of New Ideas 89

11

- do not use

- try

Do not use

Aware of New Ideas

Tried by Others

Number of Crewmen

on Boat

Feel Shrimp Crop
Decreasing

88 - not aware

12 - were aware

59 - none

23 - one

14 - two

4 - more than 2

46 - decreasing
39 - about same

10 - increasing
5 - no opinion
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Most fishermen had not heard of the Sea Grant program and,
consequently, were not able to express attitudes clearly toward
it. They tended to feel that an extension agent in fisheries
could be useful, but they were not necessarily clear about what
he could do for them. Quite a few had contact with Extension
Service, more often than not through their children as 4-H Club
members, and knew of the county agent. The few new ideas which had
been adopted were very diverse, and Indicated that no concerted
efforts had been made to introduce new ideas among the fishermen.
Adoption behavior was normal, a "trickle-down process" (Rogers, 1971),
with a few innovators, then early adopters, etc.

So the typical coastal fisherman, in many ways, seems much
like the farmer of a generation or two ago: an older man, individual
istic and self-reliant, in business for a long time, somewhat behind
the larger society in education, with little trust in anyone. I hope
you appreciate the substantial problems of reaching such an audience!

Hopefully, by slightly altering the traditional educational
programs used in Extension, we can produce a positive program
forcefully led, but locally acceptable. For instance, area agents
have already established advisory committees in the three parishes
in which agents are presently employed. The advisory committee,
composed of representatives from all segments of the fishing indus
try, meets to discuss problems in its area, and how to solve or
seek relief from those problems. A crabber at the close of a meet
ing said, "I can't believe that although we have our own problems,
there are so many problems common to all of us."

We hope that through this grass roots organization of people-
to-people communication at the user level, information will flow in
an orderly two way fashion—from the researcher to the user with
feedback from the user to the researcher.

An important question at this point is how the organization will
function in relation to other agencies and programs in Louisiana.
Other agencies, for instance, the National Marine Fisheries Service
and the Louisiana Wild Life and Fisheries Commission, have primary
responsibilities for research, establishing management guidelines,
setting seasons and enforcement. Commission biologists have
answered questions from the general public as an added service and,
in many cases, on their own time. This marine extension program is
not in competition with research programs, but complements them and
uses the research results. We have had questions about why Louisiana
Wild Life and Fisheries Commission biologists drag plankton nets to
sample shrimp post-larvae. Shrimpers, although they had been trawl
ing for more than 20 years, did not know shrimp spawn offshore, but
reasoned they "had their babies" in the marsh because this is where
they caught the migrating sub-adult shrimp.
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Because of this problem, we initiated a 45 minute program to
explain the life history of shrimp and review ongoing shrimp research.
Over 3,000 coastal fishermen and high school students have viewed
this presentation.

Every day, calls for information on specific subjects occupy
much of the marine agents' schedules. Where do I get information
on frog culture? What's the situation in Chesapeake Bay area on
crab production? Where can I buy crawfish? What are the fishing
regulations in Calcasieu Lake? What is the best type of trawl to
use? How can I economically convert from Loran-A to Loran-C? How
good is electro-trawling for shrimp? What can my seafood plant do
to comply with EPA discharge requirements? Questions such as these
are part of the everyday routine of the agent.

We will occupy our own niche, hopefully complementing and work
ing with federal, state, and university personnel to disseminate
information to user groups within the successfully existing framework
of the Cooperative Extension Service.

The idea behind the program is summed up in an ancient Chinese
proverb:

"If you give a man a fish,
he will have a single meal.
If you teach a man how to fish,
he will eat all his life."
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INFORMATION, CRITERIA, AND GUIDELINES TO
IMPROVE COASTAL WETLAND MANAGEMENT

William H. Queen*
Chesapeake Research Consortium

University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742

Abstract
Among the major needs of regulatory agencies with responsibilities

for coastal wetland management are: 1) information on the location,
quantity and relative value of the various wetland resources, 2) tech
niques for evaluating the impact of alteration activity (dredging, spoil
disposal, bulkheading, etc.) on these resources, and 3) a methodology
for assessing development (alteration) activity within a coastal envi
ronmental system (e.g. Chesapeake Bay). With funds provided by the
Research Applied to National Needs Program of the National Science
Foundation, the Chesapeake Research Consortium has undertaken a multi-
year study of the development activity problem in the Chesapeake Bay
shore zone. (The Consortium is an incorporated association of the
University of Maryland, the Johns Hopkins University, the Smithsonian
Institution, and the Virginia Institute of Marine Sciences.) Sub-
projects of this effort include: 1) use of Corps of Engineer permits to
map patterns, trends and rates of development activity, and to identify
key development issues, 2) development of a granted permit data bank
that can be employed to monitor development activity in the bay, and 3)
preparation of shoreline situation reports that contain baseline infor
mation on land use, morphological type, and erosion of the bay's snore
zone. Both methodology and results of these three sub-projects will be
reviewed.

*Present address: Institute for Coastal and Marine Resources, East
Carolina University, Greenville, North Carolina 27834.
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPLICATIONS OF MAN-MADE LINEAR ELEMENTS

IN COASTAL WETLANDS

S. M. Gagliano, D. W. Earle, R. E. Emmer, and J. L. van Beek
Coastal Environments, Inc.

Baton Rouge, Louisiana

Abstract
The impact assessment and environmental planning processes in

coastal wetlands areas usually include consideration of man-made linear
features such as railroads, highways, canals, levees, and utility
lines. Such elements may segment ecological units, become barriers to
natural movements of plants and animals, alter hydrologic regime, alter
water quality, change land use, change aesthetic values, and become
permanent landscape boundaries. Over the years planners and developers
have evolved strategies for using such features to accelerate and
enhance development. Likewise, in recent years environmental scientists
and planners have devised strategies for minimizing detrimental environ
mental impacts of linear elements and for using them effectively in the
geometry of multiuse management schemes. Conflicts often arise between
the objectives of the former group and the latter group. Recognizing
these different strategies and objectives aids in impact analysis and
becomes an important tool In multi-use planning of coastal wetlands and
other environmentally sensitive areas. Case studies will be considered
to illustrate various impacts and strategies.
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